Dear CSUEB Cyber Warriors,

Lawrence Livermore National Lab. (LLNL) and Los Alamos National Lab. (LANL) is providing a voluntary virtual capture the flag cyber security challenge (Cyber Fire) for students from Friday, September 28, 2018 through Sunday, September 30, 2018.

Cyber Fire is a computer security training program used by the Department of Energy to train and exercise cyber defenders in the Department of Energy, other government agencies and government contractors. This virtual collegiate event is provided in collaboration with Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Laboratories.

Show off and learn new computer security skills through the Cyber Fire Challenge! This event is a capture-the-flag style game where you are given security questions to analyze, research, and solve. These puzzles are aimed at beginner through advanced levels, with an emphasis on learning new skills. The event is free to play and available online.

There is no cost to participate although registration is required. The Registration link is https://cyberfirectf.eventbrite.com
The event will commence at **1:00 PM ET/ 10:00 AM PT on Friday, September 28, 2018** and will continue through **Sunday, September 30, 2018 at 5:00 PM ET/2:00 PM PT.**

This event is a fun way to introduce students to cyber security skills and has something for everyone at all levels. These puzzles are aimed at beginner through advanced levels, with an emphasis on learning new skills. **NO PRIOR SECURITY KNOWLEDGE IS REQUIRED**

Participants will use their own computers to connect to a Cyber Fire Challenge server. Participants can be individuals or self-organize into teams. Use our [SLACK](#) channel to announce gathering locations and team-forming events.

We encourage local gatherings for students to work together on these challenges.

REGISTER NOW at [https://cyberfirectf.eventbrite.com](https://cyberfirectf.eventbrite.com) and we will send your token via email.

If you have groups or clubs, you may contact to organizers directly

**Information and Announcements will be posted to our [SLACK](#) channel**

For additional information, please contact:

John Donaldson, [donaldson8@llnl.gov](mailto:donaldson8@llnl.gov)

Celeste Matarazzo, [matarazzo1@llnl.gov](mailto:matarazzo1@llnl.gov), 925-423-9838, 925-784-8253
For CSUEB, please contact

Prof. Dr. Levent Ertaul, levent.ertaul@csueastbay.edu